A. UTOPIA, THOMAS MORE

1. The island
2. The inner bay
3. The tower of the bay
4. The Abraxa building site
5. The country and the cities
6. The farms
7. Amaurot
8. The stone bridge of Amaurot
9. The Anyder fountainhead
10. The streets of Amaurot
11. The gardens of Amaurot
12. The houses of Amaurot
13. The hall of the Prince council
14. The halls for public lectures
15. The common eating and leisure halls
16. The marketplaces
17. The market buildings
18. The slaughterhouses
19. The great halls, houses of the syphogranthes
20. The hospitals
21. The houses for the strangers
22. The dining halls
23. The nurses rooms
24. The commemorative statues
25. The commemorative pillars
26. The temples
B. CITY OF THE SUN, TOMMASO CAMPANELLA

27  The city of the sun
28  The northern gate
29  The circular streets and buildings
30  The upper galleries
31  The lower arcades
32  The concave/convex rooms
33  The crossing stairs
34  The main square
35  The temple
36  The interior of the temple
37  The cells of the religious
38  The outer plain
39  The common dwellings
40  The common dormitories
41  The public kitchens
42  The store-houses
43  The dining halls
44  The spaces for clothes production and
45  The public baths
46  The fountains and the canals
47  The children temples
48  The hall of the great council
49  The exterior fortified walls
50  The triumphs
51  The outer swimming ponds
52  The walled axial streets
53  The observatory on the top of the temple
54  The commemorative statues
C. NEW ATLANTIS, FRANCIS BACON

55  The port
56  The strangers' house
57  The fair parlour of the strangers' house
58  The chambers and the long gallery of the strangers' house
59  The island of Bensalem
60  The main palace of Salomon's house
61  The large room of the feast of the family
62  The Adam and Eve's pool
63  The entry of the father of Salomon's house
64  The fair chamber of the father of Salomon's house
65  The lower region
66  The upper region
67  The great lakes
68  The spring of the water of paradise
69  The great and spacious houses for the imitation of meteors
70  The fair and large baths
71  The large and various orchards
72  The parks and enclosures of all sorts of beasts
73  The brew-houses, bake-houses and kitchens
74  The dispensatories and shop of medicines
75  The mechanical arts shops
76  The furnaces of great diversities
77  The perspective-houses
78  The sound-houses
79  The perfume-houses
80  The engine-houses
81  The houses of deceits of the senses
82  The very long and fair gallery of inventions
83  The very long and fair gallery of statues
84  The place for the publication of new inventions